
Two Research Positions at University of Piraeus  (SecLab/Department of Informatics)

Applications are invited for two full-time positions at the Security Lab of the Department of Informatics,
University of Piraeus, Greece:  one Post-Doctoral Researcher position and  one PhD student  position, to
work primarily on a 3-year research project in the area of security in the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT).
We  are  looking  for  motivated  applicants  interested  in  working  at  the  intersection  of  secure  embedded
systems design, IoT protocol security, software security and security auditing. The research will focus on  the
development  of  innovative  methodologies  and  embedded  security  solutions  for  the  protection  of  IoMT
technologies used in real-time e-health services, in accordance with the following principles: (a) Security by
design,  (b)  IoMT  protocol  security,  and  (c)  identification  and  mitigation  of  the  security  risks  in  IoMT
technologies, including those imposed by the end-users. 

1) Post-Doctoral position in Security for Internet of Medical Things

Qualifications. The ideal candidate would fulfill the following requirements:
 A PhD degree in ICT security.  
 A solid publication record in refereed journals and conferences in all aspects of ICT security.
 A sound knowledge of main theoretical and technical aspects of security (e.g.,  crypto, networking

security  protocols,  security  management,  vulnerability  assessment,  penetration  testing,  application
debugging skills etc).

 An interest in researching / understanding security mechanisms for practical systems.
 Good understanding of (most of) the following languages: Assembly, C, C++, C#, Python, Java, PHP.

Additional preferable (but not required) qualifications:
 PhD degrees in the following areas of ICT security will be favored: IoT security, embedded systems

security, communication protocol security, penetration testing, software security, risk management.
 Possible completion of a previous Post-Doc program.
 Experience in network security/application security/penetration testing tools.
 Sound knowledge of at least one risk assessment methodology and tool.
 Sound knowledge of applied cryptography (design/implementation of crypto algorithms and protocols).
 Assembly skills.
 Application testing skills.
 Hardware debugging skills.

What we offer
 Post-Doctoral degree.
 A cooperative, academic research working environment. 
 The Post-Doctoral researcher will have the opportunity to become a tutor in our MSc program in ICT

security, with additional salary. 
 Participation in major academic conferences with covered expenses.
 Start date: February or March 2018.
 Duration of contract: up to 3 years (subject to annual renewals based on satisfactory performance).
 Annual gross salary for full-time position: €24.000 – 27.000, based on the candidate’s qualifications.

How to apply
Postdoctoral researcher applicants must prepare:

 A detailed CV (EU format is preferred).
 An one-page letter describing their motivation for applying for the specific position, along with the

names and contact details of two faculty members that are willing to provide a reference letter (the
reference letters are not required at this stage).

 Interested  applicants  should  submit  the  above  to  Assist.  Prof.  Panayiotis  Kotzanikolaou
<pkotzani@unipi.gr>  no later than 14 January 2018.  Please indicate at the subject of the email:
PostDoc position 2018-01: “Your full name” 

mailto:pkotzani@unipi.gr


2) PhD student position in Security for Internet of Medical Things

Qualifications. The ideal candidate would fulfill the following requirements:
 A master’s degree in ICT security.  
 A sound knowledge of main theoretical and technical aspects of security (e.g.,  crypto, networking

security  protocols,  security  management,  vulnerability  assessment,  penetration  testing,  application
debugging skills etc).

 Sound knowledge of at least  two of the following languages and good understanding of (most of):
Assembly, C, C++, C#, Python, Java, PHP.

 An interest in researching / understanding security mechanisms for practical systems.

Additional preferable (but not required) qualifications:
 Any previous scientific publication record, especially in the area of ICT security.
 Experience in network security, application security, penetration testing tools (e.g. Wireshark, Nmap,

Nessus, OpenVAS, Metasploit, IDA Pro, hardware debuggers, software debuggers, etc).
 Sound  knowledge  of  applied  cryptography  (H/W  and/or  S/W  implementations  of  cryptographic

algorithms and protocols like AES, RSA, DH, ECDH).
 System programming and administration skills.

What we offer
 A cooperative, academic research working environment. 
 Participation in major academic conferences with covered expenses.
 Start date: February or March 2018.
 Duration of contract: up to 3 years (subject to annual renewals based on satisfactory performance).
 Annual gross salary for full-time position: €18.000 – 22.000, based on the candidate’s qualifications.

How to apply
PhD researcher applicants must prepare:

 A detailed CV (EU format is preferred).
 An one-page letter describing their motivation for applying for the specific position, along with the

names and contact details of two faculty members that are willing to provide a reference letter (there is
no need to provide the reference letters at this stage).

 Interested  applicants  should  submit  the  above  to  Assist.  Prof.  Panayiotis  Kotzanikolaou
<pkotzani@unipi.gr> no later than 14 January 2018. 

 Please indicate at the subject of the email:  PhD position 2018-02: “Your full name” 
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